You can
be in the
paper,
too!

shannon
sanders

I ran 10K, all summer long Where I’d
like help I’ve been struggling during races
to maintain my times. I’ve been tapering,
hydrating and eating right, but not performing well. My goal is to do the Scotiabank half in October, but I’m a little afraid
of performance.

my advice for shannon At the start
of any race, maintaining the pace you
have set to achieve your time goal SEEMS
SIMPLE, BUT IS DIFFICULT in practice.
The adrenaline at the start line gets you
running faster than in your training. Work
to maintain a slower pace so you don’t burn
out. During your training runs, start slow
and gradually increase your pace. It takes a
conscious effort not to get carried away!

johanna
mikkola

I ran 6.5K
Where I’d like help I’m running a half
marathon in October and I’m worried about
not just finishing, but finishing strongly!

I ran Easy 60 minutes on very hilly terrain
Where I’d like help Speed

coach me if you ran

run
coach
get
coached

rory
gilfillan
my advice for rory If by “easy” Rory
means “slow” and he’s looking to pick up the
pace, then running in hilly terrain is perfect.
HILL TRAINING IS GREAT. I HATE IT
PERSONALLY but I do know it works.
I suggest running as fast as you can for a
short distance and then cutting the speed
back to a recovery pace, then running hard
and then recovery pace and so on for 10 reps.
It’ll build stamina, but also “train” the body to
shed lactic acid quickly. It doesn’t have to be
far, just between a couple of lampposts.

Johanna
Mikkola

peter
symons

my advice for johanna Pace yourself
in your training runs. Get a sense of WHAT
YOU’RE COMFORTABLE RUNNING ,
when you feel strong and when you feel
fatigued. Add distance every week, but
make sure toward the end that you taper.

Tanya
Wharton

I ran 15K trail run
Where I’d like help I want to run without
the Garmin. I feel like I need to GET OFF
THE PAVEMENT for a while.

Tanya
Wharton
my advice for Tanya It’s a great idea to
run at least once a week sans technology.
Sometimes I check my pace so often I forget
to look at the beautiful scenery around me.
Even just roughly mapping out one of your
longer training runs but leaving the
iPod and Garmin at home would make for
a more nature-y experience. Go out for a
set amount of time and GO WHEREVER
YOUR FEET TAKE YOU , anything to be off
the grey and in the green! Good luck!

sarah
lazarovic

sarah
lazarovic

I ran Haven’t run for the past little while
because I had a baby five weeks ago. Where
I’d like help I’m ready to start again, and
need some advice as to whether I have
enough time to train for the TO waterfront
half marathon on Oct. 20.

my advice for sarah First, TO waterfront
half marathon is a great race and I WILL ALSO
BE RUNNING THE HALF MARATHON! You
have a solid 11 weeks for training, which
is enough time for someone with running
experience. Start off slow and you may see
that your body remembers! Just don’t be afraid
to mix up your training schedule; try one speed
work run, one tempo run and one long run each
week. This will help your endurance and speed.

anabela
neves

I ran 10K, consistently, sub 50-minutes
Where I’d like help I NEED MORE
SPEED!

george
poitras
my advice for george Find a track and
hit it once a week. I’d suggest something
along the lines of eight 400m sprints with
a 200m recovery jog in between. Go all out
on each, and use a timer to make sure your
last ones are about as fast as the first.
Switch up the distances and reps each
week, but make sure you’re totally spent by
the end. In a month or two, you’ll have new
reserves of speed to tap into on race day.

benjamin
errett

it’s free
help with
your run!

dana
moewes

I ran 10K
Where I’d like help Aiming to get 1:45
at my half next weekend for a PB. Goal is to
qualify for Boston with the BMO Vancouver
marathon in May. I have a good half marathon
base, but how do I take it to the next level
without overdoing it?

my advice for dana I hope this doesn’t
sound too harsh but the nature of the
marathon is all about overdoing it. If I
listened to my body I’d be SITTING IN BED
EATING FRENCH FRIES . Running long
slow distance is what the vast majority of
us marathoners love but that’s the easy
part. When your body gets stressed (which
will happen any time after 30K) this is the
speed you will go back to if you don’t hit The
Wall first. Marathon training is an exercise
in excess. You can survive a marathon
by training in moderation, but this sure as
s--t won’t get you to Boston.

How does it work?
After you run, go to

and tell us what you’d
like to do better.
We’ll find you a coach
and ask you to
coach someone else

dana
moewes

GREAT RUNNING UP!

Who is it for?
Every runner who’d like
to get better, from the
occasional jogger to the
dedicated marathoner

eachcoach.com

I ran 5K downtown Wednesday and
Thursday, both were PBs, but then I did
3K at the cottage and it damn near killed me.
They don’t call it the Haliburton Highlands
for nothing ...Where I’d like help
Consistency

my advice for peter Try not to compare your runs day to day. Each run is so
dependent on the day, how you’re feeling
and how your body has been able to prepare. Rather than comparing your 5K PBs to
your hard 3K, celebrate that you were able
to achieve two PBs! Looking at the positive will help you re-focus. KEEP THE

What is EachCoach?

peter
symons

benjamin
errett

Plus, each week a
selection of your advice
will appear on this page

questions? comments? We’d love to hear from you! Email Ben Kaplan at

rory
gilfillan

I ran An easy 8K
Where I’d like help Goal is to run
the Scotiabank Waterfront Marathon in
October. My PB was 3:24 at the Toronto
Marathon in May, and I’D LOVE TO
BEAT THAT .

My advice for benjamin Run short and
medium-sized hills to increase speed and
leg strength. Also, 50 to 100m sprints on a
track or football field work well, too.

jordan
lebow

I ran 5K Where I’d like help My last
5K was slower than my previous two 5Ks.
I desperately want to lower my time.

jordan
lebow
my advice for Jordan I too have been
working on improving my speed. Initially, I
was running 5Ks exclusively and the most
rudimentary plan to increasing my speed
was my weekly long runs. Adding the longer
distances helped my cardio capacity by
allowing a more efficient movement of
blood to my muscles. In other words,
I WASN’T TIRED . These longer runs should
be at a pace of three-minutes slower than
your race day pace. Good luck!

george
poitras

hello@eachcoach.com

